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ABSTRACT 
Lung cancer is one of the most common and deadly diseases in the world. Detection of lung cancer in its early 

stage is the key of its cure. Therefore, an attempt to detect lung cancer at an early stage is required, so that it may 

increase the chances of survival among cancer patients. In this paper, unlike existing methods a different classifier 

to detect tumor cell is proposed. We introduce Max Min cluster algorithm and histogram information of sub-

components in the lung component to verify the tumor cell in the components. Then the method studies size of 

each sub-component in the detected lung component to identify the exact tumor cell. The method is tested on a 

variety of images and is compared with the existing method to show that the proposed method is superior. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Lung cancer mortality rate is the highest among all other types of cancer. It is one of the most serious cancers in 

the world, with the survival rate very less after the diagnosis. Survival from lung cancer is directly related to its 

growth at its detection time. The earlier the detection is, the higher the chances of successful treatment are. An 

estimated 85% of lung Cancer cases in males and 75% in females are caused by cigarette smoking.[1,2].  There 

are many techniques to diagnose lung cancer, like Chest Radiography (x-ray), Computed Tomography (CT), 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI scan). But, most of these techniques are costly and time consuming. And 

most of these techniques are detecting the lung cancer in its advanced stages. Hence, there is a great need of a new 

technology to diagnose the lung cancer in its early stages. [12, 13, 14]. The underlying idea of developing a new 

method or system is not to delegate the diagnosis to a machine, but rather that a machine algorithm acts as a 

support to the radiologist and points out locations of suspicious objects, so that the overall sensitivity is raised. 

Detecting system should meet four main objectives, they are; improving the quality and accuracy of diagnosis, 

increasing therapy success by early detection of cancer, avoiding unnecessary biopsies and reducing radiologist’s 

interpretation time. To achieve these objectives, system should have a good method that can detect cancer cell 

accurately without any confusion. However, it is noticed from literature that Radiologists can miss up to 30% of 

lung nodules in chest radiographs due to the background anatomy of the lungs which can hide the nodules. Thus 

lung cancer cell identification is still an elusive goal for researchers in medical imaging [6, 7, 8]. 

 

In summary, it is observed from the literature review that most of the methods or systems use classifier and pixel 

level features to identify tumor cell. It is true that classifier dependent method requires large number of samples 

for training and it restricts the ability to work on different data sets. In the same way, pixel based methods are 

sensitive to noise and distortions. Thus, researchers are becoming more and more concerned with the elaboration 

of automated CAD systems for lung cancer. Many publications proposed different automated nodule recognition 

systems using image processing, and including, different techniques for segmentation, feature extraction and 

classification [3,4,5,9].  Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new method based on topological components such 

as number of holes at component level and sharpness of the components in order to identify tumor cell. The 

advantage of topological components is that these features are invariant to rotation, scaling, shape and to some 

extent to distortions. 

 

The main contribution of this work is as follows-Classifying lung cancer components which contain tumor cells 

from the other components based on topological features and clustering by division. Identifying tumor cells by 

exploring sharpness features at component level with minimal supervision [6, 7, 8]. 

 

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
The proposed methodology includes processing of the images to extract the features of interest in an automated 

way for varied applications. Any image under processing is subjected to the following steps below [10,11,15] 
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 The Pre-processing stage that enhances the quality of the image by restraining un- wanted distortions & 

highlight the data of interest. 

 The feature extraction acquires the discrete components of the image under processing. 

 The classification stage that identifies the objects of image & groups according to the certain classes & 

helps in their efficient recognition 

 

 
 

Image acquisition can be broadly defined as the action of retrieving an image from some source which is further 

processed to get new and better image  

 

Pre-processing enhances some important features relevant to understand the image. Initially pre-processing 

techniques are used which are application dependent. Pre-processing enhances some important features by 

suppressing unwanted distortions [30].  

 

Image segmentation is the process where the image is partitioned into its constituent parts or objects that can be 

identified individually. Through image segmentation, we fragment the image in a series of region, based on 

features of image that are constant in each region, but differ from one region to another. As per the literature 

survey some of the image segmentation techniques used are:[1,2] 

 

 Region Based Methods 

 Pattern Recognition based 

 Atlas based methods 

 Mean shift algorithm 

 Discrete step algorithm 

 Otsu’s Segmentation method 

 Watershed Segmentation 

 

Image enhancement techniques are used to improve the quality of the image to great extent. It is an automated 

process based on mathematical functions [9]. The technique can improve image quality in terms of shading, linear 

contrast adjustment, un-sharp mask filtering, median filtering and color. Image enhancement techniques are 

divided amongst two major domains that are frequency domain and spatial domain methods.  

 

Feature Extraction is one the important module for image processing. In this stage we extract features of an image 

which results in recognition, accuracy with very simple classification module. The generic features are: 

 

 Morphological features focusing on shape attributes. 

 Global feature descriptors that summarizes the overall appearance or general description. 

 Local texture descriptor that concentrates on isolated contribution of small regions. 
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Classification is a process of classifying whether the output image is affected or Normal by using different 

classifiers like K-Nearest Neighbour, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine, Multilevel Slice, Minimum 

Distance, Maximum Likelihood etc. 

 

Algorithm: 

Step-1: Input grayscale image 

Step-2: Apply histogram to the grayscale image        

Step-3: Find the index of two peak values index say P1 and P2 from the histogram shown  

             above 

Step- 4: Find the average of two peaks A=(P1+P2)/2; 

Step- 5: From this average point A, find the average of all grayscale values before A say A1  

              and similarly find average of all grayscale values after A say A2 

Step- 6: Perform max and min clustering, find the cluster value by finding out the average  

              using Cluster value= (A1+A2)/2; 

Step- 7: Then compare all the grayscales value with cluster value, 

   If(grayscalevalues<=clustervalue) then plot in the grayscale image. 

Step- 8: Then repeat steps 2 to 7 to obtain the results, 

Step- 9: Obtain right lung and repeat step 2 to 7, the min cluster results 

Step-10 : Now from the left lung component obtain the second largest sub component say  

                C1 similarly for right lung component the second largest sub component say C2. 

Step-11: Then compare area of C1 with area of C2, whichever area is larger plot that  

               corresponding sub component in the lung component.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this work, we explore the Image Processing Techniques for detection of lung cancer cell in the CT image. We 

have Input grayscale image and then apply histogram to the grayscale image, find the index of two peak values 

index say P1 and P2 from the histogram shown in the Figure 1(b), then find the average of two peaks A=(P1+P2)/2; 

From this average point A, find the average of all grayscale values before A say A1 and similarly find average of 

all grayscale values after A say A2, then  to perform max and min clustering, find the cluster value by finding out 

the average using cluster value= (A1+A2)/2. There are two peaks in the histogram, we take average of first part 

and second part then we get cluster values using cluster_value=(avg_of_first_part+avg_of_second_part)/2.  Then 

compare all the grayscales value with cluster value, if(grayscalevalues<=clustervalue) then plot in the grayscale 

image Figure 1(c).  

 

 
Figure 1. Steps for lung cancer cell detection 
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The canny of the gray image is in the Figure 1(d), from this we obtain the left lung component Figure 1(e), then 

repeat the steps 2 to 7 to obtain the Figure 1 (f) results, to obtain right lung and repeat step 2 to 7, the min cluster 

results are shown in the Figure 1 (f). The Canny images of the Figure 1(h) obtained left and right lung components. 

Now from the left lung component obtain the second largest sub component say C1 similarly for right lung 

component the second largest sub component say C2. The reason to choose second largest sub component is that 

lung component which is also a sub component is the first largest. Then compare area of C1 with area of C2, 

whichever area is larger plot that corresponding sub component in the lung component as shown below, Here 

tumor cell is identified using the size of the tumor cell since most of other sub components are eliminated in the 

earlier stage Figure 1(i). 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper presents a Tumor Cell Identification in Medical Images using image processing techniques.  The 

method works on the basis that the max min clustering and histogram information to detect the tumor cell in the 

lung components. Experimental results show that the proposed method gives promising results. In future, we are 

planning to propose new objective heuristics to detect the tumor cell in the lung components in CT images.  
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